Revised Pattern of Testing for B.A. English, Papers I to IV:

I. In courses I to IV, The distribution of marks will be as follows:

Total Marks : 50

UNIT I: LITERATURE: 30 Marks

Question 1. Reference to the Context: 5x2=10 Marks

One question will be set on explaining the given lines/excerpts from the prescribed texts.
(a) Out of the given THREE passages from POETRY, students will have to attempt ANY ONE of 5 marks.
(b) Out of the given THREE extracts from SHORT STORIES, students will have to attempt ANY ONE of 5 marks.

Question 2. Short answers of 30 to 50 words 5x2=10 Marks

(a) Out of the given THREE questions from POETRY, students will have to attempt ANY ONE SHORT ANSWER of 5 marks.
(b) Out of the given THREE questions from SHORT STORIES, students will have to attempt ANY ONE SHORT ANSWER of 5 marks.

Question 3. Long answer of 300 words 10 Marks

Out of the given FOUR (TWO FROM POETRY, TWO FROM SHORT STORIES) students will have to attempt ONE LONG ANSWER of 10 marks.

UNIT II: GRAMMAR AND COMPOSITION 20 Marks

Question 4. Fill in the blanks with suitable ARTICLES or PREPOSITIONS 5 Marks

Out of the given EIGHT sentences, students will have to fill in the blanks in any FIVE with suitable ARTICLES or PREPOSITIONS.

Question 5: Letter writing OR Application writing 7 Marks

II. In the remaining courses two types of questions will be set.
1. One question of Short Answers of about 200 words will be set. Out of the given SEVEN pieces the student will have to attempt FOUR, each carrying 5 marks.
   5x4=20
2. Three questions will be set—one from each text with internal choice—out of which the students will have to attempt any TWO, each carrying 15 marks. 15x2=30